CUNNINGHAM GUITAR REPAIR PRICE LIST
These prices reflect labor only. Parts are additional.
FINGERBOARD & NECK REPAIRS
Nut Replacement
Heat Press
Plastic precut $30
This device can, in some cases, correct for neck
Graphite or bone $60
relief and twist problems.
12 string $75
Heat Press, no truss rod $65
locking nut $60
Heat Press with truss rod $30
String Change (plus strings)
Installation of new tuners
Acoustic 6 string $10
Replace tuners $30
Electric 6 string $10
Ream for schallers, etc. add $15
Electric 6 string w/ locking tremolo $20
Fill and patch screw holes add $10
12 string, solid headstock $20
Plug and redrill tuner holes
12 string, slotted headstock $25
Classical guitar add $85
Set-up
Steel string guitar add $50
includes:
Broken Peg Head Repair
steel wool frets and fingerboard, clean and oil
Structural repair only $75
fingerboard, adjust string heights at nut and bridge, With minimal finish repair $110 to $175
truss rod adjust, intonate instrument with adjustable Invisible repair $250 to $300
saddles.
Truss Rod replacement $250
NOTE: If fret buzzes still occur after all
Complete refret
adjustments are made, fret dressing and/or heat
- Leveling and truing of fingerboard
press may be required at additional cost.
- New fret installation
prices + strings
- Fingerboard conditioning and set-up
classical $40
Classical guitar $250
acoustic $50
Steel String guitar $250
12 String $50
Electric guitar $275
Fixed bridge electric $60
Bound fingerboard $325
With locking tremolo, or necks
Lacquered maple board add $175
requiring removal to access truss rod $75
Individual frets (not recommended) $20 each
(discounted with nut replacement or bridge work) Neck Reset
Fret dressing
without binding $250 to $325
includes:
with binding $325 to $400
Level, crown and buff frets to a high
archtop (?)
sheen, removing any fret buzz caused
Replace bolt on neck $100
by uneven frets. $85
(light fret dress, nut, and set up. Finishing not
included)
Fingerboard replacement $450-$650
- fingerboard blank, fabrication and installation
- Pearl dot position markers
- complete refret

BRIDGE AND SADDLE REPAIRS
Saddles
Loose and broken bridges
pre-made Tusq $25
Remove and reglue loose bridge $80-$100
Graphite or bone $50
Repair bridge cracks $60-$80
12 string $60
Plane and recontour bridge
Compensated bone $80
to lower action (includes
Recut saddle slot $55
deepening saddle slot) $75-$100
Bridgeplate replacement $150 and up
Production bridge (includes
Install Bridge Dr. $65
Materials, fabrication and
install non-tremolo electric bridge $ 50 and up
Installation) $100
Floyd Rose installation $100
Custom bridge (includes
Recessed $135
Materials, fabrication and
Ream pin holes $10
Installation) $100-$170
Left-hand conversion $125
OTHER WORK
Refinish
Standard $750
Sunburst $900
Neck only $250
Headstock only $100
Spot repairs $40-$200
Buff & polish acoustics $50
Buff & polish electrics $75
Machine Buffing $25-100
- may involve complete disassembly
- may not be suitable for instruments w/ open
cracks, finish cracks, vintage instruments with
brittle or peeling finish
Structural repairs
Cracks and breaks:
Glue and cleat w/o finish up to 3 in. $45
Glue and cleat w/ finish up to 3 in. $90
Glue and cleat w/o finish over 3 in. $90
Glue and cleat w/ finish over 3 in. $135
Repair loose braces $30 to $90
Inlays
Side dot position markers $15
Fingerboard dots (each) $20
Custom designs (per hour) $75
Binding Repairs
Neck $60 and up
Peghead $80 and up
Body (top or back, each.) $70 and up

Pickguards
Martin Pickguard replacement
on 70's and earlier models $150
- remove pickguard
- spray unfinished area
- repair any cracks caused by shrinkage
- wetsand and level to surrounding finish
- install new pickguard
Replace Pickguard
with handmade custom By Quote
Strap button installed $15
Inspection and diagnosis $15
(free if I make repairs)

Electronic
Install shielding $55-$100
Install Output jack $15-$35
Install pickup $30 and up
Synth pickup installation $35 and up
Pots - clean and lubricate $15 and up
Pots - replace 1 pot $30
replace 2 pots $40
additional pots $5 each
Switch replacement $35
Switch install
mini toggle or push/pull $15-$40
Complete Electrical Rewire
Of Pick-Ups & Controls $99 and upF hole
instruments add $40
Rout pickup holes (first) $50
additional $20 each
Complete cavity rout $175
(* Replacement Controls plus Output Jack Extra)
Tailpiece ground $35

Transducer Installation
- install passive saddle transducer $60
- install active saddle transducer $80
- install saddle transducer w/ mic $100
Preamp installation $40 and up
install endpin jack $30

